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ABSTRACT

F-51 echo amplitudes, sampled at Ls S, and X bands over periods of

10 seconds duration, show the marked influence of the four-bladedpropeller.

At favorable parts of the propeller rotation cycle, the echo from the

propeller blades is generally stronger than the residualecho from the

remainder of the aircraft. In cumulative distributions of echo amplitude

for aspects outside the general region of broadside, the weaker echoes

can be fitted with a Rayleigh distribution, but the higher signal levels,

appearing about 20% of the time, are stronger than this Rayleigh

distribution would predict, because of the strong propeller echo.

As a result, 10% of the time the F-51 area exceeds 2.5, 5.5, and 11

square meters on L, S, and X bands, respectively. At non-broadside

aspects (outside the azimuth range 700-110P) the dominant fluctuation

frequencies in the F-51 echo are caused by the periodically appearing

tpropeller echo.

In the azimuth range 700-.10°, the propeller is rather edgewise

to the radar, so that the propeller echo is relatively insignificant.

Probably because of the curved fuselage and shaped air scoop, the

echo in this region has about the same general behavior on all three

frequencies, with the strongest echoes found at azimuths 900 and 980,

ithe latter arising from the tapered tail section of the fuselage.
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INTRODUTION

In eight previous reports,(1) " (8) characteristics of

radar echoes from various aircraft were given. This report, the ninth

of the series, gives the complete results obtained for the P-51.

Amplitude Dstributions

The amplitude distributions plotted in Figs4 2 - 6 are

representative 10 second (1200-pulse) samples of the airplane

aspects (defined in Fig. 1) encountered. In these figures, cumulative

distributions of echo pulse amplitudes are plotted, the ordinate

being 10 log10 r( 6" = radar area in square meters), the abscissa, the

percent of time the amplitude of the observed echo exceeds the

ordinate. For comparison, a straight line is dr-wn which corresponds

to the theoretical cumulative distribution (Rayleigh distribution) of

noise powers.

The distributions in Figs. 3, 4 and 6 follow the Rayleigh

distribution vith an accuracy sufficient for many purposes. Those

in Figs. 2 and 5 have a characteristic deviation at high signal

levels which is due to propeller modulation. (This will be discussed

in greater detail in the section on Fluctuations.) Pictured in Fig. 7

are samples of the pulse-by-pulse film records illustrating the type

of modulation frequently observed in the F-51 film records from which

Figs. 2 and 5 were prepared. Firom Fig. 7 it is obviods why, in Figs.

is -1-
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2 and 5, a small percentage of the signals are so much larger than

the reiaining signals. Pulse-by-pulse records like those of

Fig. 7 persisted throughout many aspect intervals of the F-51.

An attempt was made to explain the curious L-band distribution

of Fig. 5 in terms of echoes from the four-bladed propeller. The

blade was regarded as a flattened cylinder, and the nature of the

propeller echo was then predicted from the flight geometry, the

propeller blade leangthand the wavelength through a theor'y basically

similar to that used in the discussion (in Report Vl of the echo

from the leading edge of the wing of the F-i6. The aim was to

relate the length of the blade with the appearance (on the L-band

plot of Fig. 5) of strong propeller echoes about 27% of the time.

The blade length consistent with this datum %Tas found to be 2.6 feet,

which seems to be a fair estimate of the effective length of a twisted

F-51 propeller blade. A twist in the blade also accounts for the

fact that the upswing of the L-band distribution plot of Fig. 5 is

not found to an even more marked degree in the S- and X-band plots

as a result of a sharper "flat-blade" echo at these frequencies.

Aspect Dependence

Each of Figs. 8 - 13 covers one flight of the aircraft and

consists of four graphs. The uppermost graph of each figure consists

of a plot of the aircraft's aspect, as defined in Fig. 1, versus range,

in thousands of yards. The remaining three graphs (one for each of the

4 CONFIDMIL -2-
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three frequencies employed) of each figure consist of plots of radar

area, expressed in decibels above one square meter vrsus range in

thousands of yards. Each graph consists of three sets of points, each

set being connected by straight line 3egments. Each point represents

one second of data, and data taken simultaneously are aligned vertically

so that the uppermost point is the maximum, the middle point is the

median, and the lowest point is t he minimum radar area occurring in

that second. The radar area as plotted contains variations due to

interference lobes caused by ground reflections. At the center of

each lobe, or integral number of lobes, is a circlud x ( ) indi-

cating the median value (reduced to "free-space" value in accordance

with the procedure described in the appendix to (2)) of the median

radar area values for that lobe or integral number of lobes, and these

median values were used in determining the median value of 0" for each

five degrees of azimuth as described below.

The data were divided into intervals, each of which spanned five

degrees of azimuth. For each such interval the median of the median

s6t of points was determined for each freqiency, These "median median"

values are plotted in Fig. 14.

The listed azimuths are calculated from the optically pointed

radar's instantaneous azimuth and the true hcading assigned to ,the

CONFIDENTIAL - 3
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F-51 for the particular run. No azimuth corrections have been made,

since the F-51 pilot apparently flew true headings, as instrucbed.

Evidence supporting this is found in the apparent presence of an

echo from the leading edge of the starboard wing on the X- and

L-band data of Run 3, Fig. 9. Here the apparent leading edge echo

appears at a nominal 357 1/20 azimuth, consistent with the approximate

3 1/20 sweep-back of the F-51 wing and with the fact that the antennas

swung slowly to the right during this flight. Likevise, "broadside-

echoes are found at nominal 900 and 980 azimuths, strong echoes at

the latter azimuth being attributable to the conical structure of

the underparts of the F-51 fuselage. (The half-angles of the "cones"

are about 8o , with vertices to the rear, according to the F-51 drawings.)

The plots of Figs. 8 - 13 also contain step "curves" Idb steps)

of constant echo poser drmn at the minimum detectable radar signal

levels. At non'-broadside aspects, the general trend of the plotted

S-band medians closely parallels the corresponding constant-power curve*

That is, at non-broadside aspects, the median power of -the F-51 echo

on S-band appears to be independent of the radar range. One might

thirk that this is a coincidence since the db correction for range

is in P one-to-one correspondence with azimuth for straight-line

F-51 flights (except for head-on runs). Hoever, the same tendency

COMFIDENTIAL - -
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is found in the head-on S-band run of Figs. U, 9, 10, where the

aspect change is relatively smallo One cannot attribute the apparent

range independence of tne median echo power to faulty analysis, to

judge from the evidence of the S-band plot of Fig. 85, The identical

data are plotted as read fromthe film, i.e., on an echo-pcer-vs.-time

basis; in Fig. 9, Report 1. This plot is seen to agree with the S-band

radar-area-vs.-time plot of the present Fig. U. The "range-independencee

of the S-band echo was not noticed at the earlier time, owing to

the propeller's effect in setting the general level of the maximwus,

and because of the somewhat fragmentary nature of the plot.

There may oe a similar tendency for median echo powers to be

indepe:adent of range at L and X bands, but evidence for this is

inconclusive owing to the lobe structure at L band, and to the

generally weak median signals at X band.

Also noticeable in Figs. 9, 12, and 13 is the fact that the db

separation between plotted maxima and medians far exceeds the separation

between medians and minima in certain sections of the plots. The

effect is especially marked at azimuths 3300 and 1300, and is

somewhat apparent at 500 . This is the same effect as discussed in

relation to Fig. 5 and arises from the fact that, at these azimuths,

the relatively strong echo from the propeller is observed once in

I
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about five radar pulses (see Fig. 7)6 The propeller echo thus

determines the db level of the plotted maxima, but does not appear

often enough to affect the median or minimum echo levels. The

latter arise from the remainder of the F-51, and are separated by

about the same number of db as are the median and minimum echo-levels

of the B-45 for similar aspects (See Figs. 9 and 13, Report VIII).

When the propeller echo is strong, itslevel should be independent

of the average echo from the rest of the F-51. In Figs. 9, 12, and 13,

this is corroborated by a comparison of the second-to-second variations

of the plotted maxima with the simultaneous variations of the plotted

medans. Where maxima lie many db above the medians (because of the

propeller echo) the simultaneous variations of the two plots are

relatively uncorrelated, but where the maxima are relatively close to

the medians, (mid the propeller echo is relatively small) the two

plots are correlated, rising and falling together from second to

second.

The domina-tce of the propeller echo is especially marked at

aspects 1300, 500, and 3300, on all three frequencies. The propeller

echo in strongest when the flat portion of the blade is ncrmal to the

ray from the radar. If the roughly flat sides of the blades made an

angle of about 500 with the plane of rotation, the strongest propeller

COW IDENTIAL - 6 -
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echoes would be observed at azimubhs 500, 1300, 2300, and 3100. No

observations were made at 2300 or at 310o, w ..re the echo might have

been even stronger than that observed at 3300,

The fact that strong propeller echoes are found over many degrees

of azimuth is attributable to the twist and curvature of the blade.

Likewise, there is no azimuth where the propeller echo power increases

as the square of the radar freqaency, which would be the case if

the blade were flat.

As the median echo power levels are relatively unaffected by

the propellerts presence, the median-median data of Fig. 14 represent

the trends of L-, S-, and X-band echoes from the F-51 fuselage. The

dominant feature of the aspect dependence of the fuselage echo is a

two-humped broadside echo, the humps occurring at approximately

900 aad 980 . The two-humped broadside echoes are of somewhat the same

shape on all three frequencies, corresponding to the curved and

tapered P-51 fuselage. Theoretically, the echo from a large surface

is independent of frequencyn the echo power being proportiona. to the

product of the principal radii of curvature at the point where the

ray is normal to the surface. On this principle, the echo should be

maximum on all three frequendies at the observed 900 and 980, according

to the F-51 drawings.

CONFIDENTIAL -7-
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SFrequency Dependence

To obtain representative measures of the radar area of the

F-51j the following procedure was carried out for each frequency

employed. From Fig. 14, a single number for the radar area was

obtained on each frequency for each five-degree azimuth interval by

averaging all the "edian-median" 'areas (in square meters) in that

azimuth interval, without regard to the elevation angles involved.

The results are plotted in Fig. 15. The following four estimates

of the average radar area of the F-51 were then obtained, using th.-

"average-median-median" data of Fig. 15. In the first estimate,

the Fig. 15 data at each frequency wera averaged (in square meters)

over the 18 five-degrt j intervals containing data on all three frequencies.

This estimate included the azimuth intervals 850 - 900 and 950 - 1000,

and the lver limits of the L-band values for these intervals were

used in obtrining the L-band average.

L S x
Square meters > 1.35 4.85 8.28

db > 1 m 2  >-0.2 6.9 9.2

When the broadside azimuth intervals 850 - 900, and 950 - 1000 ware

excluded from consideration, a second estimate was obtained by

averaging the areas (in square meters) over the remaining 16 intervala
* A
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containing data on all three frequencies:

L S X

Square meters 0.89 2.29 4.57
db> I rA2  -0.5 3.6 6.6

This is the appropriate measure of the frequency dependence. (The F-51

had a "double broadside" with the median echo unsaturated on all :hree

frequencies in the interval 90O - 950; hence this interval is included

in all of the estimates.)

A third estimate was obtained by calculating, for each frequency,

the average (in square meters) of all the "average median-median"

radar areas plotted in Fig. 15t This estimate included the azimuth

intervals 850 - 900 and 950 - 1000; and the lower limits of the L-band

values for these intervals were used in obtaining the L-band average.

L S X

Square kneters > 0.94 3.59 8.28
db >Z 1 >-0.2 5.6 9.2

A fourth e stimate was obtained by calculatlng, for each frequency the

average (in squcre meters) of all "average median-median" areas of

Fig. 15 e those in azimuth intervals 850 - 900 and 950 - 1000.

L S X

Square meters 0.61 1.7857
db>l i2  -2.1 2.5 6.6

"SECURITY INFOPMTICK
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In all four estimating procedures, the "average" radar area

increases consistently with frequency. There seems to be no good

theoretical reason for this fact.

The data initially entering the above averages were the median

radar areas plotted in Figs. 8 - 13. It has been stated earlier that

these medians do not short the influence of the propeller echo, which

is a dominant feature of the F-51 as a radar echoer. The propeller

effect shows up on about 1/5 of the radar echoes. This is probably

sufficiently often to made the F-51 detectable at considerably longer

ranges than one would estimate through use of the foregoing averages.

For an estimato of this enhancements one may take the medians of the

propeller-affected F-51 echoes as somewhat representative. With

propeller effects in 1/5 of the echoes, this median radar area

echo then corresponds to the radar area at a 10% abscissa in a

comulative distribution plot. Propeller effects are not observed

at near-broadside aspects, so that one can f orm an estimate of the

median propeller effect from the non-broadside distributions in Figs.

2, 3, 4, and 5. From these, one estimates that the median propeller-

affected echo averages about 7 db above the over-all median echo on

* all frequencies compared to 5 db in the theoretical Rayleigh distribution.

|* Averaging the data of Fig. 15 over all aspect intervals containing data

SECURITY INFORMATION
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on all three frequencies, except the "near-broadside" band of aspects

between 700 and i00o, average median-median radar areas of -3.1,

0.4, mnd 3.5 db>1 m2 for L, S, and X bands, respectively are obtained

for aspects of the F-51 where propeller echo is a dominant feature.

Adding 7 db to these figures, one arrives at the following

conclusion Ten percent of the time, for aspects outside of the

azimuth interval 700 - 1100, the F-51 radar area exceeds 39, 7.4,

and 10.5 db>1 m2. These figures are perhaps pertinent to detection

of the F-51 on a FPI screen.

Fluctuations of the F-51 Echo

Spectrums of selected 5-second samples of F-51 echoes were

prepared according to the procedure described in Report VII. The

necessary plots of video voltage vs. time are shown in Figs. 16 -- 18,

and the spectrums for aspects near head-on, near broadside, and

toward the tail are shown in Figs. 19 - 23, respectively. The head-on

and tailward spectrums are dominated by the discrete frequencies 19,

27, ad 46 cps and 23 and 47 cps, respectively. As these spectral

components are found at all three radar frequencies, they must

*arise from the propeller modulation, or directly from the propeller

eqho itself. On the tailward spectrums, there is also a frequency

component at about 25 cps, which increases in relative strength with

[ radar frequency.

CODFIDDITIAL - 31 -
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The broadside spectrums of Fig. 22 do not seem to contain

identifiable discrete frequency components, and the bulk of each spectru.

lies at low frequencies where the spectrum analyzer starts to cut off

(See Fig. 7, Report VII), To display the low-frequency components to

better advantage, the following expedient was adopted: The volt.age

onihe original loop of magnetic tape (used as spectrum analyzer input

in prepl-ration of, say, the last plot of Fig. 22) was transferred

to a second loop of magnetic tape of the same length, but moving at

1/4 the &peed. This second tape then contains a nominal 20 seconds

of radar data, consisting of the original 5 seconds of data repeatEd

four times. Withtapes of this type as inputs to the spectrum analyzer,

the plots of Fig. 23 were prepared. Here the cutoff of the spectrum

analyzer lies at the same distance (in inches) from the zero frequency

abscissa, but effectively at 1/4 the cutoff A.eq-uency obtained with

the first tape,

Oving to the periodic nature of the voltage on the second tapes,

only integer multiples of 1/5 cps are properly deducible. These discrete

frequencies are almost resolved by the analyzer, and the fine structure

of the plots of Fig. 23 is due to this resolution. For instance,

there are five humps in the S-band sp;ctrum between the 1.5 cps and

the 2.5 cps abscissas; these hmps represent the spectrum ana.vzer's

'. attempt to resolve the five discrete frequencies in the input tape

in this frequency interval. After these artificially introduced ripples

CONODUTIAL - 12 -
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are smoothed out, the S-band spectrum consists primarily of two

broad humps, centered at about 0.4 and 1.0 cpa. The humps are not

quite sharp enough (compared with the calibration pulses to the

far right) to be interpreted as arising from interference between

the echoes from two different portions of the F-51. The 0.4 cps

S-band hump probably corresponds to a hump at 1.3 cps at X-band, and

the 1.0 cps S-band hump, to one at about 0.4 cps at L-band. A second

L-band hump at lower frequency might well be cut off by the analyzer.

This, and the general tendency for the bulk of the spectrum to be

displaced to higher frequencies for higher radar frequencies, is in

agreement with the theory outlined in Report VIII.

The propeller blades are viewed somewhat edgewise at near-broadside

aspects, where the fuselage echo is at its strongest. Thus spectral

frequencies arising from the propeller's effect are not prominent

near broadside.

The spectrum analyzer at best gives an averaged picture of the

radar echo,-and throws away information about the phase relation
of various frequency components that may be found in the original

radar data. To discuss in greater dotail the effect of the propeller,

it is best to refer to the pulse-by-pulse radar observations, samples

*of which are found in Fig. 7.

CONFIDMITIAL - 13 -
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It has been stated that the propeller echo is at a maximum when the

:lattenod cides of the )ropeller bldes are normal to the radar ray at

some point of the rotation. -This condition prevails at about azimuths

500 and 130° . The pulse-by-pulse records of Fig. 18, made at about

1350 azimuthi show a relatively strong echo occurring (for varying

time intervals) at every fifth radar pulse. The (1/) x 120 M 24 cps

dominant propeller echo frequency is reflected in the heavy concentration

of spectral powers in this general neighborhood in Figs. 19 - 21.

The basic 24 cps periodicity of the appearance of the propeller

echo in the radar data, taken at 120 pulses per second, is an effect

of the four-bladed propeller's rate of revolution. For this periodicitys

the propeller must present the same strongly echoing aspect to the radar

every fifth radar pulse and present weakly echoing aspects during the

interver.ng four pulses. For this cycle, the slowest possible propeller

rotation rate is 180 per radar pulse period giving 900 of rotation per

*five radar pulses. Also possible are rotation rates N(18o) per pulse

period when N is anr integer relatively prime to fIve. Taking N 7 7

or N a 8 gives a rotation rate of 2520 or 2880 rpm, either being in

reasonable agreement with the noninal 2700 rpm for an F-51 at cruising

* speed. Regilarities in the fading of the propeller echoes can be

* attributed to steady propeller rotation at some rate differing slightly

from one of the above estimates. In general this fading would be

aperiodic, owing to incommensurability of the pulse and the rotation

CONFIDENTIAL - 14 -jCRW i T INFORMATIOC
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rates.

N, conclusions

F-51 echo amplitudes, sampled at L, S, and X bands over periods

of 10 seconds duration, shcw the marked influence of the four-bladed

propeller. At favorable parts of the propeller rotation cycle, the

echo from the propeller blades is generally stronger than the residual

echo from the remainder of the aircraft. In ctinulative distributions

of echo aplitude for aspects outside the general regions of broadside,

the weaker echoes can be fitted with a Rayleigh distribution, but the

higher signal levels, appearing about 20% of the time, are stronger

than this Rayleigh distribution would predict, because of the strong

propeller echo. As a result, 10% of the time the F-51 area exceeds.

2.5, 5.5, and 11 square meters on L, S, and X bands, respectively.

At non-broadside aspects (outside the azimuth range 700 -110o) the

dominant fluctuation frequencies .in the F-51 echo are caused by the

periodically appearing propeller echo.

In thb azimuth range 70°-110, the propeller is rather edgewiso

to the radar, so that the propeller echo is relatively insignificant.

Probably because of the curved fuselage and shaped air scoop, the echo

in this region has about the same general behavior on all three

* frequencies, with the strongest echoes found at azimuth 900 and 9810

the latter arising from the tapered tail section of the fuselage.

CONFIDENTIAL - 15 -
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